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Molecular dynamics (MD) allows the study of biological and chemical systems at
the atomistic level on timescales from femtoseconds to milliseconds. It comple-
ments experiment while also offering a way to follow processes difficult to discern
with experimental techniques. Numerous software packages exist for conducting
MD simulations of which one of the widest used is termed Amber. Here, we out-
line the most recent developments, since version 9 was released in April 2006, of
the Amber and AmberTools MD software packages, referred to here as simply
the Amber package. The latest release represents six years of continued develop-
ment, since version 9, by multiple research groups and the culmination of over
33 years of work beginning with the first version in 1979. The latest release of the
Amber package, version 12 released in April 2012, includes a substantial number
of important developments in both the scientific and computer science arenas.
We present here a condensed vision of what Amber currently supports and where
things are likely to head over the coming years. Figure 1 shows the performance
in ns/day of the Amber package version 12 on a single-core AMD FX-8120 8-Core
3.6GHz CPU, the Cray XT5 system, and a single GPU GTX680. C© 2012 John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

T he term Amber1 refers to more than just a molec-
ular dynamics (MD) package. It includes the col-

lection of numerous programs that work together to
setup, perform, and analyze MD simulations, from
the preparation of the necessary input files, to the
analysis of the results. The name Amber also refers to
a series of classical molecular mechanics force fields,
primarily designed for the simulation of biomolecules.
This includes the amino acid and nucleic acid pa-
rameter sets, termed, for example, ff94, ff99SB, and
ff12SB2–4; carbohydrates termed Glycam5,6; phos-
pholipids termed Lipid117; nucleic acids8; and gen-
eral organic molecules termed GAFF.9 Together these
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parameter sets describe the most common compo-
nents of biomolecular and condensed matter simula-
tions, containing parameters for the most naturally
occurring solvents, ions, amino acids, carbohydrates,
and lipids plus, with GAFF and the Antechamber,
most organic molecules. The Amber package also con-
tains software designed to parameterize more com-
plex molecules and fragments not currently present
in the force field libraries.

Amber is the result of the collaboration of over
40 scientific researchers and additional external col-
laborators and contributors, actively working on the
advancement of MD methods and on the study of nu-
merous important biochemistry problems. Although
the exact number of Amber users is hard to estimate,
it is known to be installed in excess of 1000 sites
worldwide. The widest used versions of the Amber
force field, ff94,3 ff99SB,4 ff03,10 and GAFF,9 to-
gether have been cited almost 9000 times whereas
the Amber software itself has in excess of 4000 cita-
tions, with over 2000 of those corresponding to the
latest three versions. Maintaining a large set of pro-
grams that are used and developed by such a broad
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community leads to rapid development but inevitably
implies trade-offs to ensure interoperability of the var-
ious components, acceptable performance, and long-
term maintainability. As such, it has always been the
philosophy of the Amber developers to focus on in-
cluding and maintaining those methodologies that are
actively being used and investigated within the re-
search groups of developers and contributors. Thus,
many methods from previous versions of the code
have been deprecated or replaced by others over the
years.

The history of the evolution of Amber can be
found primarily in two references,11,12 the former
referring to the early developments and the later to
the evolution from there to Amber v9. In this paper,
we present the development, evolution, and intelli-
gent design of Amber over the latest three releases,
up to and including Amber v12.1 The last few years
have seen Amber be the object of significant software
developments both in terms of scientific methodol-
ogy and capitalizing on extensive paradigm shifts in
computer hardware. Having a software that is both a
platform for scientific methodology research as well
as a robust and efficient computational tool, on mod-
ern hardware, has driven the development of the MD
engine of the Amber package into three forks referred
to as sander, pmemd, and pmemd.cuda. At the same
time, the adoption of the Amber force fields within
other MD packages has increased demand for the
setup and analysis tools which were thus split out
from the Amber package as of version 10, termed
AmberTools, and made available for download un-
der an open-source license. In this paper, we focus on
the software description of Amber and, by associa-
tion, AmberTools including only a brief description
of the new developments and additions to the force
fields. For further information, tutorials, and a more
detailed description of any of the methods included
in Amber, we encourage the reader to visit the Amber
Web site13 and to consult the Amber manuals13 that
contain a more complete list of references.

In the following section, we describe the three
main MD engines contained in the Amber package,
with a brief explanation of the place each of them have
in the MD community. We outline, in more detail,
the software development behind the performance-
focused pmemd and pmemd.cuda packages and de-
scribe the methods presently available in each of them.
In New MD Developments in Amber, we highlight
developments that have been added to Amber since
the last review paper12 while in Developments in
Ambertools and Amber Forcefields we briefly out-
line the new additions to AmberTools and the Am-
ber force field. Finally, in the last section, we dis-

cuss some of the potential future directions for Amber
development.

SERIAL AND PARALLEL
PERFORMANCE

As mentioned above, Amber now consists of three
different, but highly coupled, MD simulation engines.
Sander has traditionally been the most important plat-
form for both computation and development in Am-
ber, whereas pmemd and pmemd.cuda have focused
on maximizing performance. Some of the more no-
table scientific methods added to sander since version
9 are discussed in New MD Developments in Amber.

Sander
There have been various improvements made to
sander in the last few versions to both increase per-
formance and improve usability. An implementation
of binary trajectory files, based on the netCDF binary
file format14 (ioutfm = 1), is now available, as well as
support for netCDF binary restart files as of version
12. This output format makes I/O from the master
process more efficient, improves numerical precision
and reliability, and substantially reduces file size. Sup-
port for a full three-dimensional (3D) decomposition
of the reciprocal space fast Fourier transform (FFT)
calculation helps to improve parallel scaling, whereas
vectorization in key places and a complete rewrite
of specific parts of the code, such as the quantum
mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) sup-
port, has, in some cases, drastically improved serial
performance.

Pmemd
There exist well-known limitations on increases in
clock speed brought about by concerns with the
power consumption of modern processors; hence the
trend in workstations, clusters, and supercomput-
ers has been toward increasing parallelization. In re-
sponse to this, sander was rewritten with a focus on
high performance and improved parallel scalability as
a package named pmemd. Developed initially by Bob
Duke (at National Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences), pmemd began as a rewrite of sander as of
Amber v6. It was officially released as part of the
Amber package as of version 9. The original ethos
of pmemd was to support the basic MD functions
from sander but to run them as efficiently as possible
while still producing output statistically equivalent to
that of sander. Since Amber v10 numerous extensions
have been made, mostly by the laboratory of Ross
Walker (at the San Diego Supercomputer Center) and
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other Amber developers to support additional, more
complex scientific methods such as those discussed in
the next section. These additions were made while en-
suring that the carefully tuned parallel scalability and
performance of pmemd were not adversely affected
with each new addition.

Because pmemd represents a rewrite of sander
with a focus on performance, substantial effort has
been expended to guarantee the cross-compatibility
of both codes. For the supported functionality, the
input required is intended to exactly replicate that
of sander and the output produced to be compati-
ble and statistically equivalent to sander. For users,
pmemd should simply feel like a version that runs
more rapidly, scales better in parallel using the mes-
sage passing interface (MPI), and can be used prof-
itably on significantly higher numbers of processors.
Pmemd is thus aimed at MD simulations of large sol-
vated systems for long periods of time, especially if
supercomputer resources are available. Some of the
specific optimizations used in pmemd are described
in the following paragraphs.

On the basis of a spatial decomposition scheme,
which is optimized to minimize data exchange be-
tween processes, the speed and scaling is greatly im-
proved compared with sander. Other tweaks are also
included to maximize performance such as automatic
selection of FFT decomposition, optimization of the
writing of restart files, output buffering, axis opti-
mization to maximize cache reuse, and the use of
precisely tuned lookup tables for the direct space
sums. For CPU communication, pmemd offers the
possibility of using blocking and nonblocking calls
for MPI point-to-point routines. Nonblocking com-
munications are primarily used to overlap computa-
tion with communication and exploit possible perfor-
mance gains. Pmemd can be compiled to use either
protocol, with the nonblocking as default.

For long-range electrostatics in explicit solvent,
the particle mesh Ewald15 algorithm has the option
of using a ‘block’ or pencil FFT rather than the usual
slab FFT algorithm. The block FFT algorithm allows
the reciprocal space workload to be distributed to
more processors, but at a cost of higher communica-
tions overhead, both in terms of the distributed FFT
transpose and in terms of communication of the data
necessary to set up the FFT grids at the beginning of
the calculation. The use of block FFTs can be bene-
ficial at high processor counts because it allows for
better overlap of computation with communication.
However, at low processor counts (typically <32), it
can actually hurt performance. Pmemd handles the
selection of block versus slab FFTs automatically. By
default, a heuristic scheme, based on atom and MPI

task count and FFT grid size, is used to identify how
the block division should be done and whether di-
rect force work is also assigned to tasks doing re-
ciprocal space work, or whether the master thread is
given any force and energy computation work to do,
or is reserved strictly for handling output and load
balancing.

Pmemd.cuda
With the emergence of graphics processing units
(GPUs) as a practical and powerful platform for scien-
tific computing, pmemd has been ported to the GPU
platform using NVIDIA’s Compute Unified Device
Architecture (CUDA) language.16 This work has been
led by Ross Walker’s laboratory in close collaboration
with Scott Le Grand and others at NVIDIA. The per-
formance enhancements are remarkable as can be ap-
preciated from Figure 1 and Table 1. The performance
enhances are discussed in greater detail on the Amber
Web site13 and in Refs 17–19.

The primary reason for using GPUs as an al-
ternative hardware technology is based on their high
computational power and memory bandwidth. GPUs
have been present in personal computers for years,
backed primarily by the gaming industry and gen-
erally used for 3D image rendering. Their success
and strong demand has allowed a significant indus-
trial development of GPU technology, not only con-
tinuously increasing the computational power and
memory bandwidth, but at the same time reducing
the prices substantially. When programmed carefully,
GPUs can significantly outperform CPUs on highly
mathematical and naturally parallel tasks. Today, a
majority of computers and workstations in research
laboratories already contain one or more GPUs, or
can easily be upgraded to include them. For a review
of the history of MD on GPUs, we refer the reader to
a recent review article.20

Programming GPUs used to be very challeng-
ing, but the release of the programming language
CUDA by NVIDIA and the subsequent development
of OpenCL have reduced the difficulties significantly.
There has been a true explosion of scientific codes
that have been recently ported to work, at least par-
tially, on GPUs. The computational complexity and
fine-grained parallelism of MD simulations of macro-
molecules makes them an ideal candidate for imple-
mentation on GPUs.

Pmemd.cuda is based on the existing Fortran
code in pmemd extended with calls to specific CUDA
kernels for the GPU acceleration. This allows devel-
opers not only to use the robust infrastructure of
pmemd, but also provides a simple framework to add
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FIGURE 1 | Performance in ns/day of the Amber package version 12 on a single core AMD FX-8120 8-Core 3.6 GHz CPU, the Cray XT5 system
and a single GPU GTX680.

TABLE 1 Amber Performance over Time

Code Release Date Speed (ps/day)

Amber 4.1 June, 1995 342
Amber 5 November, 1997 347
Amber 6 December, 1999 421
Amber 7 March, 2002 508
Amber 8 March, 2004 677
Amber 9 March, 2006 941
Amber 10 April, 2008 1187
Amber 11 March, 2010 1230

Amber 11 (GPUa ) March, 2010 50,790
Amber 12 (GPUb) April, 2012 75,389

The table shows speeds for running 1000 steps (with a time step of 2 fs and 8 A cutoff)
on a single-core (Intel Xeon x86 64, 3.4 GHz, or a GTX580 or bGTX680 GPUs). All codes
were compiled with the Intel ifort compiler, version 9.0. Amber 4.1 and 5 required one
to force frequent list updates to conserve energy, whereas later versions use pme and
a heuristic list builder; using default parameters for those codes give timings about
equal to Amber 7. Versions 6–12 give identical results for this test, up to roundoff
errors. Timings for versions 4.1 to 7 are for sander, those for versions 8–11 are for
pmemd. The last two lines on the table for Amber v11 and the Amber v12, correspond
to pmemd.cuda running this same benchmark on a desktop containing a single NVIDIA
GTX580 GPU (Amber 11) or NVIDIA GTX680 GPU (Amber 12).

new features, by using GPU uploading and down-
loading routines to transfer vectors containing infor-
mation, such as position, velocity, and so on, to and
from the GPU in a simple fashion. At the time of writ-
ing, performance in excess of 75 ns/day for the joint
amber charmm (JAC) production benchmark,13 can
be achieved on a single commodity GPU (GTX 680).
This is made possible by ensuring that all the key as-
pects of a time step are computed on the GPU, for
example, bonding terms, direct space electrostatics,
and van der Waals as the FFT-based reciprocal sum.

Integration and thermostats are also carried out on
the GPU and hence copies from GPU to CPU mem-
ory are only required every time I/O is needed, typi-
cally every few thousand steps. Performance has also
been maximized by carefully auditing the use of sin-
gle, double and fixed point precision within the code
to maximize performance while keeping the accuracy
of the calculation equivalent to one run on the CPU.

Modern GPUs offer support for double pre-
cision floating-point arithmetic (DP), however this
comes with a significant performance penalty. In
Amber, for historical reasons, both the CPU codes,
sander and pmemd, are written entirely using DP. In
pmemd.cuda, there were initially three different preci-
sion models implemented. In one mode, the contribu-
tions to the nonbonded forces are calculated in single
precision but bonded terms and force accumulation
are calculated in double precision (SPDP), whereas in
the other modes everything is computed and accumu-
lated in single precision (SPSP) or double precision
(DPDP). It has been shown that the use of SP in all
places within the code can lead to substantial insta-
bilities in the MD simulations.17,18 The released ver-
sion of Amber v12, therefore, uses the mixed SPDP
precision model as the default because the numeri-
cal results obtained are comparable with those of the
full double-precision DPDP model, and the double-
precision CPU implementations, but at significantly
lower computational cost.17,18

Very recently, work has focused on a combined
single precision or fixed-point precision model termed
SPFP. This new approach preserves the bitwise deter-
minacies of the SPDP model but with substantial re-
duction in memory requirements and significant per-
formance improvements on the latest generation of
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TABLE 2 Methods and Features Currently Available in the Different Molecular Dynamics Engines
Contained within Amber (v12)

Methods Sander pmemd pmemd-cuda

REMD Temp1 Yes Yes Yes
REMD Hamiltonian1 Yes No No
Langevin REMD1 Yes No No
AMD Yes Yes Yes
PIMD1 Yes No No
PIMD-derived methods (CMD, RPMD, etc.)1 Yes No No
Constant pH1 Yes Yes No
QM/MM Yes No No
NEB1 Yes No No
TI1 Yes No No
Features Sander pmemd pmemd-cuda
Extra points Yes Yes Yes
NMR restraints Yes Yes Yes
IPS Yes Yes, no difference Yes, no difference
GBSA Yes Yes No
GB Yes Yes Yes
Soft core potentials Yes No No
Harmonic restraints Yes Yes Yes
Temperature Scaling Yes Yes Yes

1These features are available only in the MPI version of the corresponding codes.

NVIDIA GPUs (GTX680/690 and K10). The SPFP
model has been developed to be indistinguishable
from SPDP and is described in more detail in Refs 18
and 19.

Summary
With the introduction of pmemd and pmemd.cuda,
the development model of the Amber package has
changed. Sander is now considered the vehicle to ex-
plore new features, whereas pmemd, running either
on CPUs or GPUs, is designed to be the produc-
tion code that implements sander’s most-used fea-
tures in extensively tested software that performs
well on high-performance architectures. All meth-
ods and features included in Amber are available in
sander, whereas only a selected, but increasing, list
of them are available in the other two codes. In the
following section, we present the new methodology
developments added to sander since version 9, and
Table 2 describes their availability in sander, pmemd,
and pmemd.cuda. Care has been taken that all fea-
tures included in the three codes have been extensively
tested to reproduce the same results, so in essence all
codes are equivalent for those features, and the deci-
sion of whether to use one or other should rely exclu-
sively on the amount and type of resources available.

Table 1 (section 1) shows timings for a standard
Amber benchmark running on CPUs. The first entries

consider only algorithm improvements over the last
nine versions of Amber comparing the serial perfor-
mance on identical hardware. The benchmark is dihy-
drofolate reductase (DHFR) in TIP3P water (23,558
total atoms). The current code is more than 3.6 times
as fast as it was in Amber v.4 from just serial algo-
rithm improvements. These numbers do not factor in
changes in hardware speed or differences in parallel
scalability, which are complete stories in themselves.
The second section of Table 1 shows performance for
Amber 11 and 12 on a single GTX580 GPU/GTX680
graphics card, which in the latter case runs this bench-
mark at over 75 ns/day. In comparison, using all cores
of a Dual x Hex Core Intel X5670 2.93GHz CPU
the performance tops out at 14 ns/day. The parallel
scaling of Amber has also improved significantly; the
same benchmark on 48 CPUs has a performance of
35.92 ns/day while as a point of comparison the same
benchmark on 2 GTX580 GPUs gives performance
of 67.55 ns/day, whereas the latest version, Amber
12, running the new SPFP precision model on a single
NVIDIA GTX680 graphics card, exceeds 75 ns/day.

NEW MD DEVELOPMENTS IN AMBER

Amber developers, as well as external contributors,
have made a large number of significant developments
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and improvements to algorithms since the release of
Amber v9. Space limitations mean that we can only
briefly cover the major additions here; however, for
further information, please refer to the papers cited
here, and for a more exhaustive list please refer to the
latest edition of the Amber manual.

Replica-Exchange Method
In replica-exchange method (REMD)21–23 noninter-
acting copies of the system (replicas) are simulated
concurrently at different values of some indepen-
dent variable. Replicas are then subjected to Monte
Carlo evaluations periodically to decide whether or
not to exchange values of the independent variable.
REMD enables simulation in a generalized ensem-
ble, weighted by non-Boltzmann probabilities, so a
replica trapped in a local minimum can escape via
exchange to a different value of the independent vari-
able. In Amber, REMD can now be used with ei-
ther temperature or different Hamiltonians as the
choice for independent variables, with recent modifi-
cations allowing both single-dimension and multiple-
dimension REMD.

Accelerated Molecular Dynamics
Accelerated molecular dynamics (AMD)24,25 adds a
bias to the potential function that can facilitate cross-
ing of high energy barriers without advance knowl-
edge of the location of either the potential energy
wells or saddle points. The added potential alters the
underlying shape of the true potential in a very sim-
ple way, allowing it to be recovered by a reweighting
procedure. Amber v12 supports acceleration based
on the entire potential or only the potential term aris-
ing from the dihedral angle contributions. Amber v12
also supports acceleration of every step or at intervals
specified by the user.

Self-Guided Langevin Dynamics
Self-guided Langevin dynamics (SGLD)26–28 is a
method that enhances conformational sampling by
accelerating low-frequency modes through the use of
an ad hoc time-averaged momentum term. The run-
ning average of the momentum over a short-period
simulation time is added back as an external force
to the simulation system to accelerate low-frequency
motions. SGLD selectively enhances and suppresses
molecular motion based on their frequency; it thus ac-
celerates conformational searching without the mod-
ification of the energy surface or the increase of tem-
perature. Improved ideas for SGLD are included to
enhance sampling along soft degrees of freedom. New

developments, such as the force-momentum-based
SGLD, allow the direct sampling of the canonical en-
semble without the need for reweighting.27,28

Nudged Elastic Band Method
Nudged elastic band method (NEB),29,30 supported
initially with Amber v9 and then to a greater extent in
Amber v11, offers a way to find minimal energy paths
between two configurations. The path for a confor-
mational change is approximated with a series of im-
ages of the molecule describing the path. Each image
in-between is connected to its neighboring images by
springs along the path that serve to keep each image
from sliding down the energy landscape onto adjacent
images. The newer Amber implementation supports
partial NEB in which only part of the system is con-
nected by springs. This allows both explicit solvent
and more focused NEB calculations to be run.

Generalized Born Methods
Two new generalized Born (GB) solvation models
are available specified by igb 7 (v10) and 8 (v11).
These models use a pairwise correction term to the
Hawkins, Cramer, and Truhlar implementation31 to
approximate a molecular surface dielectric boundary
that serve to eliminate interstitial regions of high di-
electric smaller than a solvent molecule. These models
have the same functional form and carry little addi-
tional computational overhead relative to the other
GB models. The parameters in igb 7 correspond to
the Mongan, Simmerling, McCammon, Case, and
Onufriev implementation,32 whereas the parameters
in igb 8 correspond to the ones by Nguyen and
Simmerling.33

Solvation Models
In addition to the explicit and implicit solvation mod-
els, Amber now also includes a third class of solva-
tion model for molecular mechanics simulations, the
reference interaction site model (RISM) of molecu-
lar solvation.34 RISM is an inherently microscopic
approach, calculating the equilibrium distribution of
the solvent, from which all thermodynamic proper-
ties are then derived. As of Amber v12, an enhanced
3D-RISM model using a variety of closure approxi-
mations, and with a better treatment of aqueous elec-
trolytes, is available.

Poisson–Boltzmann Solvation
Amber v10 and onward now offers support for calcu-
lating the reaction field and nonbonded interactions
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using a numerical Poisson–Boltzmann (PB) solver35–37

as an alternative continuum solvent model. As of Am-
ber v12, models for membranes and support for peri-
odic systems are available.

Isotropic Periodic Sum
A polarized formulation for Isotropic Periodic Sum
(IPS)38 and the discrete fast Fourier transform
(DFFT)39 version was added to sander in Amber as
of v11 as an electrostatic and long-range interaction
model. These additions allow IPS to describe prop-
erly systems with polarized molecules and, with the
use of DFFTs, allows for the use of a smaller cutoff
radius. IPS requires a coarser grid for the DFFT mode
than particle mesh ewald (PME) and thus tends to
scale better in parallel.40 As of Amber v12 IPS is now
supported in sander, pmemd, and pmemd.cuda.

Quantum Dynamics for Nuclear Motions
The path-integral molecular dynamics (PIMD)
method41–43 has been implemented in sander as of
Amber v9. PIMD is a general method for calculat-
ing equilibrium properties of a quantum many-body
system based on Feynman’s formulation of quantum
statistical mechanics in terms of path integrals. The
current implementation in Amber allows the ‘quan-
tization’ of either the entire system or just a subsec-
tion of it. Several methods based on the path-integral
formalism are also available: (1) centroid molecular
dynamics (CMD)44,45 and ring polymer molecular dy-
namics (RPMD)46,47 to perform approximate quan-
tum dynamical calculations, these two methods can
be used to calculate quantum time-correlation func-
tions plus RPMD has been shown to be a powerful
method to calculate reaction rates and dynamics in
enzyme environments.48,49 (2) Linearized semiclassi-
cal initial value representation (LSC-IVR),50,51 based
on the semiclassical initial value representation (SC-
IVR),52,53 can be shown to be exact in the classi-
cal limit, high-temperature limit, and harmonic limit.
The LSC-IVR can treat both linear and nonlinear op-
erators in a consistent way, and can be applied to
nonequilibrium as well as the above-equilibrium cor-
relation functions, and can also be used to describe
electronically nonadiabatic dynamics, i.e., processes
involving transitions between several potential energy
surfaces. (3) Quantum instanton54–56 is a theoreti-
cal approach for computing thermal reaction rates in
complex molecular systems, based on the semiclas-
sical instanton approximation (QI).57 The essential
feature of the QI rate constant is that it is expressed
wholly in terms of the quantum Boltzmann operator,
so it can be evaluated for complex molecular systems

using the path-integral methods. (4) Finally, equilib-
rium and kinetic isotope effects can be calculated us-
ing a PIMD-based method that does thermodynamic
integration (TI)58–60 over mass.

Free Energy Tools
Amber has supported a range of free energy methods
through its history with the latest approaches being
umbrella sampling and TI. As of Amber v10, umbrella
sampling has been enhanced such that atom groups
may be used not only in distance restraints, but also
in angle, torsion, and plane restraints, as well as new
generalized restraint methods. Thermodynamic Inte-
gration now supports ‘single’ or ‘dual’ topologies and
soft-core potentials for improved sampling allowing
atoms to appear and disappear without the need for
the use of dummy atoms. This avoids the issues with
sampling that complicated previous implementations
of TI. Tighter integration with replica-exchange sim-
ulations is also available.

Constant pH Dynamics
Constant pH was first implemented in sander61 as of
version 9 and has been expanded in later versions as
well as being added to pmemd as of v12. Constant pH
addresses issues present with regular MD simulations
where titratable residues are assigned a fixed proto-
nation state. This restriction can lead to inaccuracies
in situations where the pKa can change substantially
due to changes in conformation. This is especially true
in cases where the pKa is close to the pH of the sol-
vent used. In Amber, the Monte Carlo sampling of the
Boltzmann distribution of protonation states concur-
rent with the MD simulation addresses those issues.
Support for implicit solvent GB models was added as
of version 9. Support was extended in later versions
to also include explicit solvation.

QM/MM Methodology
Many additions and changes have been made to the
QM/MM algorithms in sander. A complete rewrite
of the QM/MM support was introduced in v9 and
substantial improvements have been made with each
new version of Amber. New semiempirical neglect
of diatomic differential overlap (NDDO)62 type and
density functional based tight binding (DFTB)63 im-
plementations were first introduced in version 9, sup-
porting most modern Hamiltonians including, as of
version 11, PM664 and AM1/d. The QM/MM al-
gorithms now conserve energy for long MD simu-
lations. Extensive optimization provides the fastest
semiempirical implementation available while also
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supporting parallel execution. Explicit solvent long-
range QM/MM electrostatic interactions are ac-
counted for using a QM/MM compatible version of
the PME approach,65 whereas implicit solvation is
handled by a QM/MM compatible version of the reg-
ular Amber GB models.65 Support is also available, as
of version 12, for ab initio and DFT QM potentials
via interfaces to external quantum chemistry software
packages including Gaussian,66 Orca,67 Terachem,68

GAMESS,69 NWCHEM,70 and ADF.71

DEVELOPMENTS IN AMBERTOOLS
AND AMBER FORCEFIELDS

A significant change in the structure of the Amber
software package over the last years has been the sep-
aration of Amber into two major package collections,
Amber and AmberTools. AmberTools consists of an
independent set of software tools that, for the most
part, used to be part of Amber. Generally, the tools are
used to prepare coordinate and topology files using
the Amber force fields as well as analyze the resulting
output and trajectory files. AmberTools also includes
programs that perform many simulation tasks. A key
feature of AmberTools is that it is entirely an open
source providing access to many of the key features
of Amber without requiring a license. Some of the
main components of this suite of tools are discussed
below. For further information on each one of them,
please refer to the AmberTools manual.13

Force Fields
The Amber force fields, distributed as part of Amber-
Tools, have been greatly expanded in the last years
and an in-depth discussion of the various changes
is beyond the scope of this paper and so only a
brief overview is provided here. Amber now sup-
ports a wide range of force fields including all of
the pair wise amino and nucleic acid variants2–4,8,10

of which the ff10 force field represents a collection
of the most widely used combinations. Ff10 con-
sists of the ff99SB amino acid parameters,4 the BSC0
DNA parameters,72 the Cheatham et al. updated
ion parameters,73–74 and modifications to RNA.75–76

There is also a new fixed-charge protein force field,
ff12SB, provided with Amber v12 along with en-
hanced support for polarizable potentials as well as
the Charmm force fields via an auxiliary program
called Chamber,77 described below. Carbohydrates
are supported through the Glycam series of force
fields5,6 whereas phospholipids are supported both
through the Charmm force fields and through the
recent addition of the Lipid117 force field released

with Amber v12. Support for ligands is provided by
the General Amber Force Field (GAFF)9 with setup
and parameterization automated through an auxil-
iary program called Antechamber. Polarizable force
fields are supported for the induced point dipole
model78,79 as well as the Amoeba force field.80,81

The most widely used explicit solvent models are
supported including the major water models: TIP3P,
TIP4P, TIP5P, TIP4PEW, SPCFW, and so on.82–89

Preparation Tools
AmberTools contains a range of preparation tools
that are designed to work together in a loose fashion.
Some of the key ones are

• LEaP is a module from the Amber suite
of programs, which can be used to gener-
ate force field files compatible with the Am-
ber MD packages and Nucleic Acid Builder
(NAB). There are two versions currently
available as of Amber v12. One command
line program termed tleap and a command
line editor termed xleap. Xleap and tleap are
equivalent and refer to the same code under-
neath.

• Antechamber is a set of tools to generate
files primarily for organic molecules. It is de-
signed to be used with the GAFF force field
and will automatically assign atom types and
attempt to generate missing parameters. A
range of input file formats are supported and
the output files are designed to be read into
LEaP as part of the build procedure for pro-
teins containing organic ligands.

• Metal Center Parameter Builder (MCPB)
provides a means to rapidly build, proto-
type, and validate MM models of metallo-
proteins. It uses bonded and electrostatics
models to expand existing pairwise additive
force fields.

• Chamber77 is a program that can read
Charmm90,91 topology (psf), coordinate
(crd), and parameter files (par & dat) and
will produce Amber compatible prmtop and
inpcrd files. This allows the simulation of the
Charmm force field in sander, pmemd, and
pmemd.cuda to machine precision.

• Paramfit is a program that allows specific
force field parameters to be optimized or cre-
ated by fitting to quantum energy data when
parameters are missing in default force fields
and antechamber cannot find a replacement.
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TABLE 3 ptraj versus cpptraj

Feature Description ptraj cpptraj

NAstruct Basic nucleic acid structure analysis No Yes
SURF Linear combinations of pairwise

overlaps (LCPO) surface area
No Yes

Xmgrace support Data files can be written in Xmgrace
format

No Yes

GNU Data files can be written in gnu contour
map format

No Yes

Multiple references Multiple reference structures can be
specified.

No Yes

Multiple topologies Multiple topology files can be used at
once

No Yes

Stripped topology file Currently for visualization only No Yes
Internal compression Files are internally compressed or

decompressed
No Yes

Parallel execution Possibility to run the analysis tools in
parallel

Yes, using MPI No, only some key routines,
using OpenMP

Clustering Grouping together coordinate frames
from trajectories in different groups

Yes No, only simple hierarchical

Simulation Tools
In addition to the setup tools, AmberTools has also
evolved to include a number of codes that can be used
to carry out a range of simulations:

• Nucleic Acid Builder is a high-level language
that facilitates manipulations of macro-
molecules and their fragments. Some force
field calculations such as MD, minimization,
and normal mode analysis can also be car-
ried out in NAB. A parallel version of this
tool is available as mpinab. NAB provides an
interface to PB and RISM integral-equation
solvent models.

• mdgx is an MD engine with functionality
that mimics some of sander and pmemd, but
featuring simple C code and an atom sorting
routine that simplifies the flow of informa-
tion during force calculations.

• Sqm is a standalone semiempirical quan-
tum chemistry program, originally extracted
from the QM/MM portions of sander. It is
primarily used by Antechamber for calculat-
ing AM1BCC point charges but also serves
as a QM library for sander. It is envisioned
that this will ultimately become a fully fea-
tured quantum package.

• Pupil is a systematic approach to software in-
tegration in multiscale simulations. It is pri-
marily used within the context of Amber as

an interface for performing QM/MM sim-
ulations using sander and various quantum
chemistry packages.

• rism1d and rism3d.snglpnt are 1D and 3D-
RISM solvers for single-point calculations.

Analysis Tools
A range of tools dedicated to the analysis of MD
simulation results are part of AmberTools including

• ptraj is the main trajectory analysis tool in
Amber, it is able to perform many types
of analyses, and can process multiple tra-
jectories. The list of analysis procedures in-
cluded in ptraj is very extensive and the
reader should consult the ptraj chapter of the
AmberTools manual for further information
(13). An MPI parallel version of this tool is
also available as ptraj.MPI.

• cpptraj is a complimentary program to ptraj,
written in C++, that can process trajectory
files with different topology files in the same
run. Some key differences between ptraj and
cpptraj are highlighted in Table 3. Some par-
allelization has been added for multicore ma-
chines using OpenMP. It is ultimately envi-
sioned that cpptraj will replace ptraj in later
versions of Amber.
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• pbsa is a package containing several efficient
finite-difference numerical solvers, both lin-
ear and nonlinear, for various applications
of the PB method. An MPI parallel version
of this tool is available as pbsa.MPI.

• Mmpbsa92 is a method for calculat-
ing binding-free energies. Amber now
has two scripts to perform MM/Poisson–
Boltzmann (or generalized Born) Sur-
face Area [MM/PB(GB)SA] calculations,
mmpbsa.pl written in Perl and mmpbsa.py
written in Python. This is a postprocessing
method in which representative snapshots
from an ensemble of conformations are used
to calculate the free energy change between
two states.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
OUTLOOK

MD simulations have increased dramatically in size,
complexity, and simulation timescale in recent years
while the questions being answered with these meth-
ods have also diversified. In the last six years, the
typical system size in publications of MD simula-
tions has grown from 50 to 100K atom regime and/or
ten to hundreds of nanoseconds to millions of atoms
and/or microseconds and more. The evolution of the
Amber package in recent years has been significant;
in only a few years, the MD codes have been com-

pletely restructured. Performance in Amber has in-
creased dramatically from around 941 ps/day for
a simulation of DHFR on a single-core desktop in
Amber v9 to over 75 ns/day in Amber v12 using
a single GTX680 GPU in such a desktop. The lat-
est developments, both in methodology and particu-
larly in performance enhancements have established
Amber as a modern and widely used MD software
package.

The Amber community is both active and wide,
and new ideas emerge frequently. Although predicting
the exact direction that Amber might take is difficult,
we can give a small glimpse of some implementa-
tions that will be available in the near future. Adap-
tive QM/MM methods that allow the partitioning of
the system into QM and MM regions that change
during the course of the simulation will soon be in-
cluded. More complex and higher fidelity force fields
will follow, as will a continuous trend to migrate more
methods to pmemd and pmemd.cuda. Heterogeneous
architectures, such as GPUs and possibly Intel’s MIC
architecture will likely dominate on the performance
front in the near to medium term with performance
improvements of an order of magnitude likely over
the next 3–5 years.

It is hoped that the continuation of the imple-
mentation of smart ideas coupled with good program-
ming that take advantage of the increasing computer
power as well as the emergence of new computing
platforms will bring more exciting advances to Am-
ber in the future.
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